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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
URIGARD REVOLUTION is a revolutionary optimal
urinal protection and treatment consisting of a
specially formulated transparent polymer screen
infused with optimized natural bacteria, odour
counteractants and deodorants providing maximum
odour control and cleaning properties for all types of
urinals and connected drainlines.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
URIGARD REVOLUTION is effective for the cleaning
and deodorizing of all styles of urinals while at the
same time cleaning, deodorizing and maintaining
the entire drain system.

Recommended for use in waterless urinals

SPECIAL FEATURES
Highly Effective - gradually releases natural
bacteria that clean the urinal, eliminate odors
and help digest urine salts and scale. Shrinks in
size as it releases beneficial bacteria, odour
counteractants and fragrance providing a visual
indication of activity.

Longer Lasting - lasts longer due to graduated
scent and bacterial release. Deodorizing and
effectiveness is optimized over longer times.
Provides 30+ days of activity even under heavy
use conditions and in many cases will remain
effective for 6 to 8 weeks.

Reduced Labour - new design reduces splashback,
optimizes fragrance release and reduces cleaning
time by up to 50%.

Environmentally Sound - VOC compliant with no
ozone depleting ingredients.

Economical - 10x more fragrance provides
revolutionary deodorizing power which is released
over 30+ days and far exceeds and outlasts
traditional vinyl urinal screens and deodorizing
blocks.

Universal - flexible design allows full view of urinal
drain to ensure optimal drain flow while trapping
debris. Conforms to all urinal styles. Recommended
for use in waterless urinals.

USE DIRECTIONS
Simply remove screen from packaging and place
in urinal over drain opening.
YOU’RE DONE!

Replace as required (30+ days).

Dispose of depleted screens in conventional manner
in accordance with local applicable regulation.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES - SOLID
URIGARD REVOLUTION consists of a polymer screen
impregnated with a concentrated bacterial formula
containing natural bacteria, wetting agents and surfactants.

Type ........Urinal/Drain Bacterial Cleaning Screen
Appearance ....Polymer Screen (various colours) 
Odour ........................................Various Pleasant
Flammability................................Non-Flammable
Flash Point ......................................>90°C/200°F
Specific Gravity ..........................................0.995 
Solubility in Water ..................................Insoluble
VOC (weight %) ..............................................<3
Toxicity..........Low; May Cause Eye/Skin Irritation

APPROVALS/CERTIFICATIONS

Enviro-Gard Product

FOR USE IN
INDUSTRIAL, INSTITUTIONAL,
MARINE AND COMMERCIAL

ENVIRONMENTS

PACKAGING
Case (10 Screens)

FRAGRANCES AVAILABLE

FRAGRANCE PRODUCT CODE VOC
Honeysuckle 500-598-1210 <3%
Spiced Apple 500-598-0010 <3%
WinterFresh 500-598-1010 VOC Free
Mango 500-598-1110 <3%
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